Integrating PDA microtube waveguide system with heterogeneous CHA amplification strategy towards superior sensitive detection of miRNA.
Catalytic hairpin assembly (CHA) is a typical enzyme-free amplification strategy, in which the target can catalyze two hairpin probes to form a duplex and yield multiple outputs signal. However, the non-specific hybridization of two hairpin probes in CHA circuit usually occurred even in the absence of target, causing significant background leakage and impeding its practical applications in trace miRNA analysis. Herein, we proposed a novel heterogeneous CHA (hetero-CHA) design integrating with PDA microtube waveguide system, offering the advantages to enhance the target signal, but suppress the background leakage simultaneously. In hetero-CHA strategy, single-stranded targets are enriched nearby the surface of PDA microtube, facilitating the target-triggered CHA amplification and strand displacement reactions. In contrast, double-stranded DNA complexes formed by uncatalyzed hybridizations are isolated from PDA microtube, impeding the leakage signal. By combination with condensing enrichment effect, the proposed hetero-CHA probe exhibited high selectivity and sensitivity to miRNA target, giving a detection limit as low as 3.3 fM. More importantly, the proposed hetero-CHA probe can be applied directly to distinguish the expression of miRNA-21 in clinical serum of cancer patients (including lung, breast and pancreatic) from those of healthy human beings, favoring the cancer diagnosis and therapeutic evaluation.